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For connecting letters into words and sentences - and 
for practice with tricky letter combinations - take a 
look at Script-n-Scribe Letter Connector. Read more 
about these products and view additional images 
and Montessori-style products on our website.

Teaching cursive handwriting?

Script-n-ScribeTM provides a full cursive program - 
from the formation of individual letters, through 
practicing tricky letter combinations, to seamlessly 
and effortlessly encouraging the study of art and 
poetry while gently introducing and reviewing 
English grammar concepts.  

• Truth Traveler relates to ancient history 
• Hymns in History relates to church history 
• Americana relates to American history 

Read more about these products and download 
samples at  
https://www.halfahundredacrewood.com/category/
script-n-scribe/

Also available from Half-a-Hundred Acre Wood

Script-n-Scribe Roller Coaster Writer is an 
introductory program for learning phonograms by 
sight and dictation while also learning how to form 
cursive letters. It begins with large motor skills to help 
young children learn to write.
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Explore the ongoing fulfillment of the Great Commission through our missions-
focused curriculum that explores social studies and science, integrating the study of 
scripture, history, geography, cultures, missions, hymns, and fine arts. Written for 
families with students in Grades 2-8 (and beyond), each program within our 
Mission: Great CommissionTM series provides a full year of social studies, science, 
and fine arts with a focus on how God has worked through creation and through 
people who were willing to follow His call. 

• Mission: World Wonders explores ancient to medieval history along with 
world cultures, religions, and missions (along with fine arts, biology, and 
earth science) 

• Mission: Faith Forgers provides an overview of church history in the midst 
of world history from the protestant reformation through modern times 
(along with fine arts, astronomy, and physical science) 

• Mission: Lasting Liberty focuses on the history and geography of the 
United States of America (along with fine arts, anatomy, and chemistry) 

Read more about these products and download samples at  
https://www.halfahundredacrewood.com/category/missions-focused-curriculum/

Mission: Great Commission™ Curriculum
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\In\|the\|beginning\|was\|the\\\\\\\ 
\Word,\|and\|the\Word\|was\\\\\\\\\\ 
\|with\\God,\|and\|the\Word\\\\\\\\\ 
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\The\|same\|was\\\\\\\ 
\|in\|the\|beginning.
\|with\God.\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
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\All\|things\|were\\\\\ 
\|made\|by\|him;\\\\\\\\ 
\|and\|without\|him\\ 
\|was\|made\|nothing\\\\\\ 
\|that\|was\|made.\\John\1:3\\\\\\\\\
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\In\|him\|was\|life;\|and\|the\|life\\ 
\|was\|the\|light\|of\|men.\John\1:4\
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\And\|the\|light\\ 
\|shineth\|in\\\\\ 
|darkness;\\\\\\\\\ 

\|and\|the\|darkness\|did\|not\\\\\\\\\ 
\|comprehend\|it.\\John\1:5\\\\\\\\\\
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\There\|was\|a\|man\\\\\ 
\|sent\|from\God,\\\\\\\\ 
\|whose\|name\|was\\\\\\
\John.\\\John\1:6\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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\This\|man\|came\\\ 
\|for\|a\|witness,\|to\\\ 
\|give\|testimony\ 
\|of\|the\|light,\|that\\ 
\|all\|men\|might\|believe\|through\ 
\|him.\\John\1:7\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
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\There\|was\|a\\|man\|sent\|from\\\\
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\God,\|whose\|name\|was\John.\\\\\\
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\This\|man\\\\
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\|came\|for\|a\\\ 
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